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POSITION TITLE: Plumber, Chief DIVISION: Business/Operations

WORK YEAR: 12 Months DEPARTMENT: Plant Facilities

LOCATION: DSF SALARY SCHEDULE: SSSS/MBSS

 

DEFINITION:
The Chief Plumber supervises and participates in replacing, maintaining, and repairing
all plumbing in all District facilities.  Performs job related duties as assigned.

 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
1.      Supervises and works with personnel assigned to the plumbing shop; maintains,

installs and repairs plumbing fixtures and equipment such as valves, control
devices, water mains, sprinklers, pumps toilets, faucets, and sewer, water, gas and
air lines.

2.      Coordinates, schedules and implements maintenance and repair activities based on
work orders from Campus Facility Supervisors to assure proper timing and
completion of jobs.

3.      Inspects work of contractors; ensure contractors follow specifications on new
construction project for the District.

4.      Estimates cost of materials and labor hours on jobs having plumbing maintenance,
repair, or replacements.

5.      Performs annual maintenance on all hot water boilers and chilled water systems in
boiler rooms.

6.      Tests gas lines for leaks at all campuses annually, according to Arizona Corporation
Commission standards.

7.      Oversees maintenance and repairs of plumbing equipment and assigned vehicles.

8.      Conducts plumbing inspections in conjunction with the development service
department, building maintenance, registration with the City of Phoenix.

 

QUALIFICATIONS:
1.      High School diploma or GED.

2.      Plumber and Pipe Fitters license required; Backflow Testers certification preferred.

3.      Knowledge of all types of gas controls, safe plumbing techniques, materials and
equipment operation, plumbing code, sizing and design of plumbing systems.

4.      Completion of plumber apprentice along with five years of plumber experience.

5.      Knowledge of other crafts.

6.      Ability to effectively direct the work of others.

7.      Physical ability to perform the essential functions of the position (e.g., stand, turn,
stoop, crouch, crawl, reach, lift, push, pull and climb ladders, scaffolds and poles).

8.      Have satisfactory vision and hearing.

9.      Possess valid Arizona driver’s license.
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SUPERVISION RECEIVED:
General Chief as assigned

 
SUPERVISION GIVEN:
Other craft workers and trainees as assigned
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